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- **awe you** and get you curious
- without enough time to show you details
- I will link references containing more information (For example: [6])
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**Motivation**

Interpreters are important:

- programming languages;
- shells;
- regular expressions;
- spreadsheets;
- application scripting and extensions...

- easy, fun to write and play with
- slow

We need compilation

- difficult
- not portable
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Motivation, in a more personal sense

I like programming languages

- Formal languages are the best way of interacting with machines [5]
- The “software crisis” is not solved at all
- No language is good enough
  “including those designed by me” — Gerald J. Sussman (paraphrased)
- GNU epsilon is my attempt
  a long-term project, rewritten several times
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GNU epsilon is meant to be efficient, but:

- very “dynamic” in certain execution phases
- written in itself, bootstrapped — Too slow

In 2016 I wrote a canonical threaded-code language virtual machine.
- speedup 4-6x — Too little

So I made a separate repository to experiment with language Virtual Machines.
- tried techniques from scientific papers (many by Anton Ertl and the other GForth people [GForth is a very nice GNU package])
- added ideas of my own
- it got completely out of hand
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Language Virtual Machines

The way of out the interpreters vs compilers dilemma: Language Virtual Machine

Jitter is a generator of language virtual machine

- C code generator (like Bison) from a human-written specification

Describe programs as composition of (high-level) operations:

- VM “instructions” defined in C by a human
  - easy, flexible
- simple compiler
  - fun
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Runtime data

VM code “feels” assembly-like, with abstract data:

- (an unlimited number of) *registers*
- *stack(s)*
An example program written in an extension language (register VM code)

Example from [6]

The program to run...

```
var a = 1333333333,
    b = 1;

while a <> b do
    if a < b then
        b := b - a;
    else
        a := a - b;
end;
print a;
```

Translated into a register-VM routine

```
mov 1333333333, %r0
mov 1, %r1
be %r0, %r1, $L9
$L3:
bge %r0, %r1, $L6
minus %r1, %r0, %r1
b %L7
$L6:
minus %r0, %r1, %r0
$L7:
bne %r0, %r1, $L3
b %L9
$L9:
print %r0
exitvm
```
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The program to run...

```plaintext
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An example program written in an extension language (stack VM code)

```
.mov 1333333333, %r0
.mov 1, %r1
.push-stack %r0
.push-stack %r1
.different-stack
.bf-stack $L24
$L6:
.push-stack %r0
.push-stack %r1
.less-stack
.bf-stack $L24
.push-stack %r0
.push-stack %r1
.different-stack
.bf-stack $L24
.pop-stack %r1
.b $L19

$L15:
.push-stack %r0
.push-stack %r1
.minus-stack
.pop-stack %r1
$L19:
.push-stack %r0
.push-stack %r1
.different-stack
.bt-stack $L6
.b $L24
$L24:
.push-stack %r0
.print-stack
.exitvm
```
A VM instruction example

**add VM instruction: Jitter specification, human-written**

```
instruction add (?R, ?Rn 1, !R)
    code
        JITTER_ARGN2 = JITTER_ARGN0 + JITTER_ARGN1;
    end
end
```

Instantiate into every possible instantiation of register and immediate. One example:

**add specialisation r4/n1/r4: Generated C, macroexpanded, simplified**

```
add_r4_n1_r4_begin:
    _local_state.r4 = _local_state.r4 + 1;
add_r4_n1_r4_end:
```

**add specialisation r4/n1/r4, compiled**

```
add_r4_n1_r4_begin:
    addq $1, %rdx  # Here %rdx is both input and output
add_r4_n1_r4_end:
```
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(In its most efficient mode [1; 4]) Jitter:

- generates a huge C function containing all of the VM instructions specialisations

Then at runtime, the VM:

- copies compiled code for each VM instruction into executable memory, with `mmap`...linking the copy in place
- ...the concatenation of the copies is a correct executable routine
- ...jump to the beginning of it
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Doing this correctly is complicated

Generated code very portable, but complicated [1]
- If compiled by GCC it is very fast, thanks to non-portable GNU extensions and (dangerous) tricks [4] ["The fun of playing with fire"]
  - The dangerous tricks are hidden in the generated code: human-written specification is clean
  - You do not need to know the details to use Jitter

- The most efficient mode requires GCC...
- ...with other compilers slower modes: same behaviour, slower
  (For technical reasons; still, lovely, isn’t it?)
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Overflow arithmetic

add VM instruction: Jitter specification

```
  code
    JITTER_PLUS_BRANCH_FAST_IF_OVERFLOW (JITTER_ARGN2,
                                          JITTER_ARGN0, JITTER_ARGN1,
                                          JITTER_ARGF3);
  end
end
```

[Demo]
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end
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Just like Gnulib, **trivial to build** for users:

- A copy of the Jitter sources distributed as part of the sources of the project using it
  - A sub-directory with its own configure, Makefile.in...
  - works automatically from configure or make in the super-package, following GNU conventions
    - out-of-tree builds
    - configure options
    - even make dist works automatically!
- Idea suggested by José Marchesi
- See [2] about how this works
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Jitter comes with extensive examples:

- The Structured language (an Algol- or Pascal-like language), with two different backends [6]
  - stack VM
  - register VM
- JitterLisp (it has its own manual [the least incomplete part of Jitter's documentation])
- The Uninspired VM (easy to experiment with: the program is the VM, with nothing more)
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